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EXT. VENICE - MIDDAY

ELLA (20s) buzzing with nervous energy, walks through 
Venice’s winding streets, pulling bags behind her as she 
makes her way through a sea of tourists, eyes darting between 
the map on her phone and the streets around her.

She stops at a vendors and clumsily attempts Italian.

ELLA
Scusi - I, um - Io multo - uh -
lost?

The VENDOR smiles at her, confused. Across from the Vendor, a 
small BLACK CAT lounges, watching her carefully.

VENDOR
Follow that alley toward San Marco, 
stop before Grand Canal and take 
the street left.

ELLA
Thank you, really, Grazie.

She walks back into the crowds.

CUT TO:

EXT. SMALL COURTYARD

ELLA enters a small courtyard. A well sits in the center of 
the courtyard, letting the quiet sounds of water echo around 
the piazza. She walks to one of the oldest looking of the 
group and knocks.

ELLA
Ciao? Um, Signore Gulia?

A window opens on the second floor and GULIA (60s), classic 
Italian nonna vibe. She gives ELLA the once over, nods and 
disappears back into the apartment.

ELLA looks at her phone, the battery is at 50% and an endless 
scrolling of work emails. Below them messages from MOM line 
the screen, but among them is one UNKNOWN SENDER. The preview 
text in all caps reads: YOU CAN’T ESCAPE ME THAT EASILY BITC-

She deletes the message. The door opens and GULIA appears, 
making ELLA jump and shove her phone into her pocket. GULIA 
barely comes up to ELLA’s shoulder. 

GULIA
Come in. In.



ELLA
Sorry, I’m late. Got a bit lost.

GULIA
Si.

ELLA
Scusi, I thought - tu - parlo 
Inglese?

GULIA ignores this and leads her slowly leads ELLA upstairs 
to her bedroom. It’s small and simple, but comfortable. GULIA 
drops ELLA’s bags and flashes a small smile.

GULIA
La vostra casa. Home, si?

ELLA
(Smiling) Si. Mia casa.

GULIA leaves and ELLA looks around her room, sitting 
carefully on the bed. The window of her room is open showing 
a small canal below and across the way a walled off garden 
and well kept home. A breeze floats in. ELLA breathes deeply. 
She picks up her phone and dials MOM.

ELLA (CONT’D)

Hi, mum, just got here. All safe 
and sound. But -

MOM (O.S.)
Hello, love! I was so worried.

ElLLA stands and lifts her bag as she speaks, opening it to 
begin unpacking. The bag looks haphazard, as if thrown 
together in a hurry.

ELLA
Mom, it’s not exactly little - But 
listen - He’s found out my number 
again.

There’s a thick silence.

MOM (O.S.)
No, he can’t of we just- we just 
got you that phone.

ELLA
I know.

She sits on her bed, looking exhausted and anxious.
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ELLA (CONT’D)
The divorce went through. I left 
the country...I should be - I just 
have to change it again and maybe -

MOM (O.S.)
I know. Have a night out, try and 
relax. We’ll figure this out. 

Her phone beeps, warning low battery. 

ELLA
Look I have to go. Love you.

MOM (O.S.)
Okay, I love you too.

She Hangs up, standing and unpacking her charger and plugging 
it in. She’s about to set up her phone when BLACK CAT leaps 
onto her window sill out of nowhere. She drops the phone.

ELLA
Lord! Scared me little one.

She crosses to the cat and carefully reaches out to pet it’s 
purring head.

ELLA (CONT’D)
You’re lovely. Just doing what you 
want.

The BLACK CAT’S eyes watch her. Outside the sun begins to set 
and lights go on in the city.

ELLA (CONT’D)
Would be nice to have a night, with 
out worrying, hmm? Just a bit of 
freedom.

The cat gives one last purr before disappearing onto the next 
window ledge. ELLA looks at her bags. She makes a decision. 

EXT. SMALL COURTYARD - EVENING

At the door, wearing a sundress she looks fresh and nervous. 
The only things in her hand are keys, wallet, and phone. 
Gulia leans out the window of the second floor.

GULIA
Porta Chiusa a l’una di notte. Una!
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ELLA
Yes, door locked at one. Got it. 
Ciao.

GULIA
Ciao.

The shutters slam closed.

CUT TO:

EXT.VENICE’S VARIOUS STREETS - NIGHT

ELLA stumbles suddenly from the dark calm of an alley into 
brightly lit and thickly packed streets, overhung in lanterns 
in lights the crowds, dressed in elaborate garb and Venetian 
masks. She stops at various stands taking food and wine as 
she walks, each step showing her become more relaxed as she 
gets deeper into the crowd. ELLA begins to be surrounded less 
with tourists and deeper into the sea of costumed people. 
Ella can’t help but smile.

In the canal, she watches Gondola’s pass full of masked 
performers. Their faces turn and track her as they float 
past. ELLA drinks her wine and smiles, turning back to the 
streets. Out of the corner of her eye, she sees a sharp 
movement. A handbag falling to the ground and a tourist being 
dragged into one of the winding alleys.

ELLA
Scusi - Pardone - Scusi -

She pushes through the crowd, pulling out her phone. It only 
shows the dead battery symbol before blinking black.

ELLA (CONT’D)
Shit, shit, shit.

She stumbles forward, the black cat appears from the crowd, 
trailing behind her as she breaks her way into the alley. 
Immediately the sound of the festival fades in an eerie echo. 
Before her two figures dressed in elaborate costumes, masked 
headdresses cover half their faces while their chins drip red 
with blood. 

ELLA (CONT’D)
(In a whisper) Oh, oh God.

She’s frozen as slowly one of the figures reaches a hand up 
to removes the mask. Beneath is a pale stretch of skin where 
eyes should be, noses bat like slits. Its mouth opens and 
hisses, in a swift movement coming toward her.
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She starts to step back but sees the limp body the TOURIST, 
between them.

Her face is conflicted, but before the VAMPIRES can advance 
more, the cat darts in front of her, returning a hiss as its 
eyes flaring gold. The first VAMPIRE falls back and taking a 
chance, Ella darts forward and grabs the tourist, pulling her 
from the other VAMPIRE’s hands.

ELLA (CONT’D)
Free her you fuck!

As the cat circles them, Ella pulls TOURIST out into the 
crowd and the music surrounds them again. She searches the 
crowd for an OFFICER and staggers to him.

ELLA (CONT’D)
Help! Auito! This women needs help 
please!

The OFFICER sighs and nods as he takes TOURIST. He turns away 
to radio someone and ELLA falls back into the crowd. She 
walks through the blur of masks and light faster that seems 
to curve around her. 

SMASH CUT:

EXT. THE COURTYARD

ELLA stumbles back into the quiet courtyard of her new home. 
She knocks on the door hard.

ELLA
Gulia! Please let me in, please. 
Mobile è morte.

The door swings open and GULIA peaks out suspiciously.

GULIA
Almost too late.

ELLA
I know, very sorry. Mi dispiace.

INT. ELLA’S ROOM 

Now lying in her bed ELLA stares at the ceiling, she refuses 
to look at the cat now calmly siting in her window. Her phone 
dings, now charing. In a small text bubble, a text from MOM 
reading: YOU FREE?
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